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Cover Image Description

Cover Images are part of the book that helps sell the book to readers with a quick glance, so you want
your description to accomplish the same!

The cover goes before the Title Page. See Title Page for how to format this section.

They vary from simple images, to more complex, but you should aim to keep the description as clear
and concise as possible to help build excitement for the content to come!

If a book section includes images of covers, simply remove the image and replace it
with the title of the book. If it is only one title, there is no need to apply a list format to
it. Please see Also by the Author and this video tutorial for more on cover images in
book sections for more info.

Getting Started

Before you write your Alt-text you need to do the following:

Make sure the image is set to inline with text
Resize the image to fit the page as necessary

Here is a demo to show you how to set up the Cover page.

Writing Cover Alt-text

The context of a cover is to sell the book! Book covers are used in marketing to draw in a reader to
pick up the book and buy it.

There can also be special edition covers that are different from previous editions. All this is an
experience we want our readers to share!

Remember, covers are often discussed in book clubs and online reading groups, so people with screen
readers want to join in on the fun!

Text on Cover

We do not transcribe the title and author, but we do transcribe any quotes on the cover.

You only describe the font of the title if it is designed to grab attention. We also never describe the

https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:title-page
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:also-by-the-author
https://somup.com/c31iDhtwC0
https://somup.com/c31iDhtwC0
https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/crQe0ZVQwHU
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font style (i.e. serf, non serif, etc..) If the font is part of the impact of the book we can use descriptors
such as: cursive, all capitals, bold, small, etc.. This language makes it more accessible to all readers.
See below for examples of when and how to describe a title on a cover.

Any text transcription, or description of text, can go at the end of the description.

Do not use double quotation marks within Alt-text. Use only single quotation marks.

If you have any questions, post your question on the Alt-Text Q&A

Images

The general guidelines for describing a cover image are the same as simple and medium images. You
are aiming for a clear, concise description here that will do much to build excitement for the content
to come. See General Guidelines for more information.

Some covers will require more description than other covers. Remember to stay as concise as
possible. Do not be afraid to describe something in relation to another common object, especially for
abstract and sci-fi covers, see examples below.

Generally, children’s books require more description as they are image-led stories. Go to Cover
Images for Children's Books for more information.

If you have any questions, post your question on the Alt-Text Q&A

Examples
Below you will find a series of examples of various covers. You can find more on
the Cover Images for Children's Books page. All cover image descriptions begin
with: Title: 'Title of Book', by Author(s)

Simple
These covers are simple. The font is not important to the meaning of the cover,
so we do not describe it.

https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:images:alt-text_q_a
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:images:general_guidelines
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:kids-books:kb_cover_image
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:kids-books:kb_cover_image
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:images:alt-text_q_a
https://wiki.libraries.coop/doku.php?id=public:nnels:etext:kids-books:kb_cover_image
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[Alt-text]: Close up of the iris of a blue and hazel eye on a white background.
There is a dark blue border on the top and bottom of the cover.

[Alt-text]: A single red rose lays in the white snow.
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[Alt text:] A young child stands smiling before a white background surrounded by
water bubbles. Her arms stretch out at her sides, and she looks cross-eyed down
at the tip of her nose at a water bubble. She has a medium skin tone, long brown
hair, and brown eyes. She wears a pink t-shirt and a light blue-ribbon skirt with a
blue ribbon and a green ribbon embroidered along the bottom.

Covers with Quotes
In this following example, there is a quote on the cover that is used to draw in
interest to the reader. It is important to include this quote in the image
description.
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[Alt-text]: A still life painting of flowers in an antique wooden frame. The frame
rots away halfway down the image exposing the roots of the flowers that grow
outward, behind, and through the letters of the title. A quote from Lauren Groff
reads: 'So sharp, so utterly brilliant that I found myself holding my breath while
reading, dazzled by Fuller’s mastery and precision.'

Covers with Visually Impactful Font
In these examples, the font is used for visual impact, so it can be described.

[Alt-Text]: The title forms a cross on a black background. The letters are large
and in all capitals. 'Knowings' is spelled out vertically, in yellow letters. 'Knots' is
spelled out horizontally, in green letters. The words cross, intersecting at the ‘o’
of each word. The ‘o’ is a solid pale green circle with a black ampersand in the
center.
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[Alt-Text]: The cover is divided into four horizontal sections. The top half is a
black and white portrait in a gilded golden frame, which features a woman in
Edwardian clothing. She has a medium skin tone and black hair pulled up into
ringlets pinned to either side of her head. Below this is the title in black letters
against a white background, except for the B in Brûlés which is red. Below the
title, there is a painting of two hunters in snowshoes pulling a sled full of supplies
over a clearing in a forest. They both wear hooded coats, and a small dog walks
beside them. At the bottom of the cover, are the authors' names in white letters
across a black background.

[Alt-text]: A young girl stands in front of a bookshelf. She holds an orange book to
her chest and looks to the side with a smile and one eyebrow raised. The
bookshelf stands behind her to the right. It has four shelves and no back, and is
taller than the girl. Each shelf is filled with books with multiple coloured covers. A
large brown teddy bear sits on the ground in front of the bookcase, and is half the
height of the girl. Six books are piled on the ground around the girl and over a
round orange carpet. They are divided into two piles, with one open facedown on
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the carpet near her feet. The girl has a medium-dark skin tone and wears her
dark tight-curly hair in a large fluffy bun on top of her head with a pink bow
headband. She has large almond shaped brown eyes and rosy cheeks. She wears
a long-sleeved pink shirt with purple sleeves, yellow polka dot pants, and pink
socks. The title is written on a white poster pasted to the left of the bookshelf.
The phrase “Help Wanted” is written in brown text in the style of a Wanted
Poster. The phrase “Must Love Books” is written in large colourful blocky text as if
hand drawn with markers. Three butterflies fly around the poster: one is blue,
one is pink, and one is orange.

Image Focused Covers
In these descriptions, you would focus more on the images, and not include
details about the font. Remember to keep in mind the context.

[Alt-text]: The title is in the center of the cover on a brown leather background.
Above and below the title are color photos of food, including a quesadilla grilling
on a barbecue, a pot of chili over an open fire, and a stack of blueberry pancakes.
In the top center is a silhouette of a cowboy against a yellow sky.
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[Alt-text]:A vase of white lilies sits on a table beside a torn note. The lilies are
wilted. The note reads: 'I love you.' Instead of the word 'love' there is an image of
a heart. The note is torn down the centre of the heart.

[Alt-text]: A green stuffed fabric chair sits before a wooden bookshelf. The
bookshelf is full of leather-bound books with gold lettering and designs on the
spines.

[Alt text:] A young girl in a peacock headdress looks forward with a smile and
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clutches her hands to her chest. She has a dark skin tone and rosy cheeks. The
headdress fills most of the cover. It has long green and purple peacock feathers
that fan out from a yellow and red crown. The crown has a large blue jewel in the
center surrounded by pink and yellow beads. She wears a blue top with a blue
cape over her shoulders. Just behind her, another young girl with a light skin tone
dances in a yellow dress and wears a blue mask with a crown of long blue and
purple feathers. There are two framed pictures on a wall behind the girls. In a
rectangular frame, an older man and women pose with their heads close
together. The woman has dark skin tone and short black hair, and the man has
light skin tone and brown hair. In a heart-shaped frame, a young girl with dark
skin stands on a beach and smiles.

Abstract and Sci-fi Covers
If there is an object on the cover that is abstract, futuristic, or complex in its
shape you can describe it is relation to another common object. As long as it
invokes the right imagery in your mind.

[Alt-text]: A yellow background with an abstract painting above the title. The
painting consists of layers of thin watercolor brushstrokes in purple, orange,
green, and white that form a web-like pattern. The title is in large black upper
case letters across the bottom of the page. A label on the right side of the cover
reads: 'Winner of the Malinda A. Markham Translation Prize.'
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[Alt-text]: A wheel-shaped spacecraft hovers between two planets in outer space.
The planet above it is large, misty, and rust coloured while the planet below it is
smaller and marked with a faint stripe-like texture. The spaceship features a
large exterior ring and two thinner interior rings, all connected by four spokes
shooting out of a central spire. The back of the spire features a large module with
four thrusters attached to its rear, while the front of the spire features a smaller
module, a long, thin arm, and a third module at the tip. The module at the tip is
shaped like a metal flower bulb with four leaves emerging from its base. It is
aimed at a blueish and bright light in the far distance. The title appears in the
bottom-left corner in large gold, sans-serif lettering marked by angular notches.

If you have any questions, post your question on the Alt-Text Q&A

Return to Images Main Page

Return to eText Main Page
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